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Abstract Introduction

Current high-resolution imaging systems used in
space applications are very large in size and mass. These
systems tend to have limited resolution because the mir-
rors can only be manufactured up to certain sizes due to
surface accuracy requirements. Furthermore, the masses
of such mirrors tend to grow as the fourth power of their
diameters, which is directly linked to the total system
cost. The imaging system presented in this paper re-
moves the size of the mirrors as the design driver. This
is done by using a sparse aperture optical bench to fill
a Modulation Transfer Function equivalent to that of a
single aperture with seven times the diameter of each of
its mirrors. Also an emerging technology, the so called
"Silicon Eye", is used to reconstruct the light wavefront
and image, and allows for the possibility of holograms.
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The Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) sponsored
studies to determine the feasibility of a low cost space
system capable of high-resolution Earth imaging. Un-
fortunately, conventional approaches to space system
design have proven too costly to meet these needs. To
investigate alternative design methods, the Air Force
supported the Earth-View Third Millennium (EV-3M)
study. The objective of this study was to design an
affordable space system presenting a three-fold increase
in imaging capabilities at a three-fold decrease in
cost. The EV-3M project focuses on innovative design
approaches for such a space system, which is to be
used for commercial applications. These innovative
approaches need not be limited to a single spacecraft or
to monolithic telescopes. This paper presents the design
of the University of Michigan's EV-3M Earth-Imaging
System, developed during the winter 2001 semester
as part of the Aero 483/583 Space System Design course.

The Air Force Research Lab issued a Statement of
Work1 detailing several requirements that our image
system had to meet. We analyzed those requirements
and, in addition, imposed more stringent goals upon
ourselves. Specifically, we aimed at imaging to a
resolution of 0.3m in the visible band, with an area
coverage-rate at this resolution of 400 km2 per day and
a revisit time of less than 12 hours. We designed for
a signal to noise ratio greater than 40, and the ability
to image through the visible and near IR wavelengths.
Moreover, we imposed the goal of a total production
cost of less than $10 million per satellite.
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EV-3M

Nomenclature

c Speed of light
k Wave number
t Time
/ Image surface
O Observation surface
P A point
Q Point source
a Inclination factor
A, Wavelength of light
£ Orbital elevation angle
co Wave frequency
SK Distance between a point source and the point at

which it is observed
HQ Unit vector normal to the image surface at Q
SQ Unit vector pointing from P to Q
i imaginary number, \/^T

1 Overall System Description

We designed our spacecraft around a graphite-epoxy
truss two meters long, 0.3 m wide, and 0.2 m deep. We
placed the majority of the spacecraft components within
this structure. The spacecraft will always be pointing
toward earth, although not always at Nadir. We designed
a 3-axis stabilization system using reaction disks for atti-
tude control, magnetic torquers for momentum dumping,
and a flywheel for spin control. The entire spacecraft
will be spinning at 1.667 Hz, and the counter-rotating
flywheel will control the spin rate. This flywheel will be
made to spin at approximately 57,000 Hz and will keep
the spacecraft at zero angular momentum. A computer
will be used to control the reaction disks so as to provide
the appropriate torques for attitude control despite the
high spin rate. A star scanner, IMU, and GPS unit will
be used to determine attitude and location. For power
generation, we chose a Gallium-Arsenide solar array,
and power storage will be provided by Lithium Ion
batteries.

We designed a spacecraft featuring a 3-mirror,
asymmetric, linear optics array. The optics system uses
a Silicon Eye wavefront reconstructor chip4. This chip

Elevation Angle

Imaging Area
Figure 1. The Elevation Angle, 8

is currently in development at the Air Force Office of
Space Research (AFOSR) and promises a substantial
increase in capabilities over homothetic recombination
and interferometric techniques. In addition to traditional
multi-spectral imaging, this chip also determines depth
and polarization. This allows us to use the imaging
system to create three-dimensional representations of
the Earth, as well as to identify polarized light sources.
This will enable our spacecraft to differentiate between
manmade and natural objects. The optics system is the
main focus of this paper and will be addressed in more
detail in the following sections.

The satellites will be launched into a 550km, sun-
synchronous orbit12. The exact number of satellites
launched in our constellation was left undetermined.
However, the number of satellites in the constellation
is driven by the lowest acceptable elevation angle.
As such, wherever possible, we have designed our
satellite independent of the final number of satellites
chosen. However, for the purpose of this paper, we
have proposed a two-satellite baseline configuration that
meets all requirements.

The elevation angle is the angle between the line-
of-sight to the spacecraft and the horizon plane of the
imaging area (see Figure 1). For practical reasons, this
elevation angle must be kept smaller than a tolerance,
for instance when taking images of large metropolitan
areas where the skyscrapers could potentially block out
parts of the image.

With a baseline example of two micro-satellites,
we recommend launching aboard a Pegasus XL. Some
degree of deployment is required in order to fit into
the Pegasus fairing. These satellites will be spaced at
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opposite sides of their orbital plane by one satellite
performing a small transfer burn. All satellites will
use a cold-gas propulsion system using N2 gas. This
system will be used for both the deployment maneuver
as well as orbital maintenance (required because of
atmospheric drag). This configuration will meet all Air
Force requirements, as well as all of our additional goals.

The cost per satellite, for materials alone, is esti-
mated to be under $3 million and the total mass of each
micro-satellite is estimated to be under 50kg and will
consume less than 130W of power.

2.2 Structures and Materials

The majority of spacecraft components are contained
in a graphite-epoxy truss, with dimensions 2 m long, 0.3
m wide, and 0.2 m deep. The spherical cold-gas tank,
communications antennas, and mirrors are located on
the Earth-facing side of the truss, and the solar array is
mounted on the top and sides. The entire system has an
approximate mass of 35.2 kg.

2.3 Trajectory Analysis and Propulsion

This satellite configuration allows for continuous
earth-coverage, meaning that the entire earth can be
imaged every twelve hours. However, this assumes
night-time photographs are acceptable. A 24-hour revisit
time for daytime photos will be achieved as well.

2 Mission Design and Sub Systems

The designed space system consists of a constella-
tion of satellites. The final constellation could consist
of any number of satellites. This two-satellite configu-
ration is the minimum required to meet all listed AFRL
requirements1. These satellites will be spaced evenly in
a 550 km, sun-synchronous orbit. Each satellite is identi-
cal and carries a 3-mirror, asymmetric, linearly arranged
telescope system. The three individual telescopes oper-
ate together using a Silicon Eye imaging system. At-
titude control is accomplished by use of flywheels and
reaction disks. A cold-gas propulsion system is used for
orbital maintenance.

2.1 Optics Payload

Our optics payload includes three composite mirrors
linearly arranged on the spacecraft asymmetrically. The
entire system will be spinning at 1.667 Hz. Each com-
posite mirror is 0.288 m in diameter and has an approx-
imate mass of 0.41 kg. This system is capable of view-
ing the entire panchromatic spectrum, and can also deter-
mine topography and polarization6. Our imaging system
makes use of a novel imaging technology known as the
Silicon Eye, which is based on wave front reconstruction.

We determined that a 550 km, sun-synchronous orbit
is optimal for a two-satellite configuration. The actual
launch system will be determined after the constellation
size is chosen. However, for our 2-satellite baseline ex-
ample, we recommend the Pegasus XL launch vehicle,
which will deliver our two satellites directly to the 550
km orbit. A maneuver will have to be completed to cor-
rectly separate the spacecraft in the orbit. The time re-
quired to complete this transfer can vary depending upon
requirements, but for our two-satellite example is de-
signed around a 1-month transfer. This is the worst-case
scenario, since it requires that one satellite move to the
opposite side of the orbit. The satellite will be fully func-
tional during this maneuver, and the only consequence
will be non-continuous area coverage until the maneuver
is completed. Once in the correctly spaced orbit, cold-
gas systems will be used for orbital maintenance for the
individual satellites.

2.4 Power and Thermal

The power system will consist of Ga-As solar arrays
and Lithium-Ion batteries. Our design was based on the
worst-case, "all systems on" peak power requirement
of 123 W. The solar arrays will have a maximum
area of 3.7 m2 on the outward side and an area of 3.1
m2 on the earth facing side. The total mass of the
solar arrays will be 7.36 kg. The secondary source of
power will be Lithium-Ion batteries. These batteries
are not yet space qualified but will be for low Earth
Orbit (LEO) and geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) by the
year 2010. The total mass of the batteries will be 0.68 kg.

The thermal control system uses both passive and ac-
tive thermal control. EV-3M systems require a tempera-
ture range of -10°C to 25°C for operation. The earth
facing side of the satellite will be covered with white
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enamel and the outward side will be covered with Ga-As
solar cells. This provides a temperature range of — 30°C
to 59°C. This range was too broad, so we chose to in-
clude an active control system as well. The active con-
trol system contains conductive switches, radiators, and
heaters. The active control system requires 5% of the
total power, which is approximately 7 W. This will keep
EV-3M in the specified temperature range needed for op-
eration of all systems.

2.5 Guidance, Navigation, Command, Control, and
Communications

The on-board sensors and actuators provide active 3-
axis attitude control within the accuracy requirements of
the optical payload. A star scanner, an inertial measure-
ment unit, a GPS receiver, and a magnetometer gather
position, acceleration, and rotation information. Reac-
tion wheels, magnetic torque coils, and a momentum
wheel provide necessary attitude maintenance and opti-
cal payload slewing while maintaining zero total angular
momentum. The flywheel is used to control the space-
craft's 1.667 Hz spin rate. The magnetic torque coils, in
turn, are used for momentum dumping, when necessary.
We chose the Quadrifilar Helix Antenna as our commu-
nications device1. This antenna will transmit seven times
daily at a data-communications rate of 3 Mbits/second.

2.6 Test and Quality Control

2.7 Systems Integration

While many of the design decisions are relatively in-
dependent of each other, two issues stand out as being
functions of parameters from several different subsys-
tems: the orbital altitude and the number of satellites.

2.7.1 Trade Study For a given altitude the geom-
etry of the orbits will limit certain imaging capabilities.
Obtaining the resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR)
requirements is possible at any altitude at the cost of in-
creasing the mirror diameter and picture integration time.
Also, the ground swath that the spacecraft can image in-
creases with altitude. This is where the unknown eleva-
tion angle requirement becomes important. A constella-
tion of two satellites can meet all imaging requirements
as listed at 550 km, which is why we analyzed that con-
figuration as our baseline example. However, in order to
meet revisit-time requirements, the minimum elevation
angle falls to about 38°. A constellation of three satel-
lites will achieve a minimum elevation angle of approxi-
mately 52°. Please note that these numbers assume an al-
titude of 550 km. What this produces is a complex trade
diagram that involves several key parameters: altitude,
minimum elevation angle, mass, cost, revisit-time, and
area- coverage rate. With altitude, constellation size, and
elevation angle as our variables, and revisit-time, area-
coverage rate, cost, and resolution as our constraints, we
can determine what the optimal combination of altitude
and number of satellites will minimize cost.

We estimate an end-of-life reliability of approxi-
mately 95 %. A number of components have not yet
been selected, and we have not yet added redundancy
into the final design. This will be done during the final
design process.

We also identified several critical components in the
optics system that we could test before construction, and
designed a series of five technology demonstration ex-
periments. These tests - four ground based that culmi-
nate in a space-based demonstration - will allow us to
determine the feasibility and reliability of the specified
optics system before the final construction decision has
been made. Furthermore, these experiments can be per-
formed in conjunction with several ongoing efforts. Sev-
eral already funded experiments (by NASA, the NSF, and
AFOSR1) can operate concurrently to reduce the burden
of research and development costs.

2.7.2 Altitude Determination Without a speci-
fied elevation angle (e), the trade study discussed above
cannot be used and we must choose a more simplified
approach to optimizing the altitude. One such approach
is to assume that cost is directly related to mass, and
thus the orbit that minimizes our mass while meeting all
imaging requirements (again, this is ignoring £, which is
taken into account with the number of satellites chosen)
will be the cheapest, and thus optimal. This optimal alti-
tude for minimum launch mass is found to be1 550km.

2.7.3 Constellation Size The dominant design
driver for the number of satellites is the elevation angle.
The number of satellites determines the area-coverage
rate as well; however, two satellites will be sufficient to
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meet this requirement, as in our baseline configuration.
And while the area-coverage rate increases with more
satellites, it will do so significantly above our goals.

Figure 2. Primary Mirror Layout

2.7.4 Constellation Optimization Another op-
tion for optimizing the constellation configuration is to
add more orbits. Our design has focused primarily upon
continuous coverage and a 12-hour revisit time. This has
led to an assumption that all spacecraft will be launched
on one launch vehicle, and will then be spaced evenly
about the same orbit-plane. We chose this assuming that
the elevation angle would be important to the Air Force.
However, there are other options.

The first option is to keep the same constellation of
two satellites in a sun-synchronous orbit (all within the
same plane), and then launch another satellite into an
equatorial orbit. The elevation angle is most important
near the equator, and thus a satellite in an equatorial
orbit would alleviate this problem. We could also launch
a couple of satellites in nearly equatorial orbits. This
is another matter of optimizing the number of satellites
and the elevation angle. It also depends on what areas of
the Earth the Air Force feels are most important to image.

Another option is to focus on reducing the revisit
time. With a constellation of two satellites a the sun-
synchronous, same-plane orbit, we will obtain a 12-hour
revisit time. If we instead want a 4-hour revisit time, we
could launch three constellations of two satellites each
into three separate orbital planes. We would launch them
such that one constellation would still always pass over-
head at the local-sideral "high-noon". The second con-
stellation would be at inclination +30° and the third con-
stellation would be at inclination —30°. It can be shown
that, one of the spacecraft would pass over any spot on
earth every four hours1.

Figure 3. Filled MTF for Synthetic Aperture (wave plane)

The optical bench is spun in order to obtain a com-
plete non-zero Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). In
the wave plane this optical bench sweeps out an area
equal to that of a single aperture with seven times the
diameter of each of the mirrors on the bench, as seen in
Figure 3.

3.1 Wave Optics

The three optical technologies considered all make
use of the wave properties of light. Only one component
of the propagating vector wave needs to be considered
because all components behave similarly. They propa-
gate according to the wave equation with frequency:

3 Optical System

The optical system consisted of 3 mirrors placed
asymmetrically along a linear spinning optical bench, as
shown in Figure 2. Furthermore three different optical
methods were considered in producing the images: in-
terferometry, homothetic recombination, and wavefront
reconstruction. Our goal was to select a system that was
low in mass, cost and that could provide a resolution
capability three times that of current technology.

co =
2nc
V*

The value of the field variable at location x is:

For a point source, U(x) = ^- and the wave number
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Figure 4. Huygens' Principle

k = 3j£. The total field for a point source at position r is
then described by:

F = -cos(kr-wt).

Huygens' principle asserts that waves emitted from
an extended incoherent light source can be thought of as
individual point sources each themselves emitting a wave
field1. That wave field at any point P can be described as
a linear combination of contributions from all the point
sources. This is graphically shown in Figure 4. This prin-
ciple is true for optics in general and can be quantified as
follows:

iksk

where a is the inclination factor, the term AAkU(Qk) is
the strength and phasing of a point source and ^-^ is the
field of a point source at a distance Sk- Taking the limit as
the point sources become infinitely small, then over the
wave surface,

iks

CD

Extended
Incoherent

Source

Image Surface

Figure 5. Imaging Situation

Observation
Surface

3.2 Imaging Situation

Figure 5 shows the imaging situation. An extended
incoherent light source, a, such as the sun, emits the
electromagnetic waves that bounce off of the image
surface and reach the optical system (in this case low
Earth orbit, LEO).

The Huygens-Fresnel Principle1 says that if all the
waves are nearly perpendicular to the z-axis then the in-
clination factor, oc(P, <2), is given by:

(2)

where HQ is the unit vector normal to the image surface
at Q and SQ is the unit vector pointing from P to Q. Sub-
stituting Equation 2 into 1 yields:

U(P) = - dQ—(nQ-sQ)U(Q). (3)

This equation allows us to predict the propagation of
light from the imaging surface to any point, including the
observation point. However this does not help to recreate
the image from the observation point because the wave
field at the observation surface would have to be known,
which is the ultimate goal of the optical system. There-
fore, taking the inverse of Equation 3 allows us to take
the observed wave field, 0, and step it back in time to
the desired image surface. This inverse is:
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(4)

Now the observed incoming wave field and polarity
can be used to reconstruct the light pattern at the image
surface. That is, an image of the Earth in this case.

4 The Three Optical Technologies

4.1 Interferometry

Interferometry takes light from multiple sources and
combines the signals in every combination to construct
an image with higher resolution or quality than any of the
single sources could produce alone. The interferometric
process uses the physical wave properties of light. When
two similar waves of light that are in phase are added,
they produce a single wave of higher amplitude (brighter
light). Conversely if the waves are added and are
completely out of phase then the result in a wave with no
amplitude or cancel each other out (dark region). This
technique requires the use of beam splitters and transfer
mirrors behind the main telescopes to combine the light
and to focus the combination onto a Charge-Coupled
Device (CCD) detector. A schematic for using the
layout for our non-symmetric three-aperture system
would look like Figure 6. However this system is very
complicated and would require much research and devel-
opment before it could be used in the application at hand.

4.2 Homothetic Recombination

Homothetic Recombination, like interferometry, uses
multiple apertures to collect the light of a single "scene"
or point source. However, beyond the primary telescopes
they look very different. Homothetic Recombination
takes the light from each source, reflects the light, and
then passes all the beams through another lens (com-
bining telescope) to create one image. The overall idea
of this system is that it works just like one large tele-
scope but instead uses multiple apertures to collect the
light. Which again saves the mass and expense of using
one large mirror. However, the major drawback of this

D I Detector Array

|/\| Delay Device

Figure 6. Interferometry Schematic

Combining Telescope

Detector

Figure 7. Homothetic Recombination Schematic

technique is that not only does the system need to mea-
sure how large of an error there is in the placement of
the transfer mirrors, this distance has to be mechanically
controlled1. Furthermore, this method doesn't support
large baselines, so is artificially limited to smaller scale
systems11. A schematic of homothetic recombination is
shown in Figure 7 for our non- symmetric three-aperture
system.

4.3 The Silicon Eye (Wave Front Reconstruction)

The Silicon Eye technique looks very similar to
interferometry when comparing their schematics. Figure
8 is a schematic of the Silicon Eye. However, they are by
no means similar in how they process the incoming light
to produce an image. This technique is also referred
to as wave front reconstruction. Light is collected via
numerous apertures and each beam is then added to all
of the other light sources exactly like in interferometry.
The big difference is that the combined light beams are
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Figure 8. Silicon Eye Schematic
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Figure 9. Silicon Eye Image Creation Flow Chart

not then detected by a CCD array, but rather a wavefront
reconstructor chip. This chip is the "Silicon Eye" and
does the reconstructing of the wave using totally analog
methods. Reconstructing the wave patterns of the light
beams enables us to use Huygens' principle, (4), to
find exactly what the light source looked like as it
left the objective surface (the surface being imaged).
Furthermore, since it is totally analog this process can
occur almost instantaneously.

This technique also shifts the paradigm of optical
space systems in that larger errors and disturbances can
be corrected for, most of the data processing can be done
on-line, and also this method can be used on extremely
large baselines for extreme precision on very distant ob-
jects. It is for all of these reasons that we have chosen
this technique for our optical system.

5 Image Generation

The light from the three primary telescopes is
analogly processed in three different arrays of silicon
eyes, or wavefront (WF) reconstructors. These recon-
structors themselves consist of two major components
a Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor (WFS) and also
the wavefront reconstruction chip itself. For each
spacecraft there are a given total of N reconstructors.
The information from each of the chips is processed in
a global WF algorithm. This algorithm produces the
sensed wavefront at the observation point. Using (4) this
information is used to calculated the wavefront as it was
at the desired image plane. This process is called the
Image Plane algorithm. From this we take the intensities
at each point to construct the image. Also using the

phase and polarity information detected by the WFS a
3-dimensional hologram can also be produced of the
scene. The image creation process is outlined in Figure
9.

5.1 Metrology

Real time calibration of the optical system will be
necessary to ensure that the images are not blurred and
effected minimally by mirror aberrations and optical path
length differences. In order to accomplish this a com-
mon path approach using phase diversity is used3. Se-
quentially, in time a phase shift device (e.g., liquid crys-
tal variable retarder) introduces shifts at locations where
the path length error information is desired. The recon-
structor chips collect the phase information for both the
shifted and unshifted cases. This information is differ-
enced and phase diversity calculations are done (again
using analog processing chips). The result of this is the
exact path length correction needed by the imaging algo-
rithm to account for errors in the system.

6 Conclusions

The preliminary design presented in this paper has
many advantages over current space imaging systems.
First it moves away from the conventional monolithic
approach, to a low-mass sparse aperture system. In addi-
tion, the imaging capabilities are enhanced with the use
of the Silicone Eye technology that is being tested and
developed at the AFRL, which enable real time image
generation with on-line calibration. The low-mass and
low-cost of this micro-satelite also enables the use of
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constellations at a fraction of the cost of current imag-
ing systems. This reduced cost makes it easier to replace
whole satellites that have become damaged or dysfunc-
tional without having to invest major efforts or capital.
However, there are many features of this design that need
more research and space qualifying tests.
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